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10 ĐỀ THI HK1 MÔN TIẾNG ANH 7 

NĂM HỌC 2020-2021 CÓ LỜI GIẢI CHI TIẾT 

1. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 1 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

VẠN KIẾP 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A. fresh    B. diet C. get D. correct 

2. A. sunburnt    B. turn C. curtain D. temperature 

3. A. calories    B. natural C. nature D. carrot 

II. Find the odd one out A, B, C or D. 

1.A. cycling             B. cooking C. evening D. gardening 

2.A. play             B. swim C. collect D. photo 

3.A. horse-riding B. challenging C. bird-watching D. mountain-climbing 

4. A. usual             B. write C. walk D. eat 

5. A. pottery               B. enjoy C. flower D. wood 

III. Choose the correct answer. 

1.We __________many toys for street children so far. 

A. do 

B. have done 

C. make 

D. has been 

2.In the United States, almost everyone, at one time or another, __________ a volunteer. 

A. be 

B. are 

C. have been 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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D. has been 

3.Wear a hat __________ you’ll get sunburnt. 

A. and 

B. or 

C. but 

D. so 

4.Working hard and doing a lot of exercise helps you burn the calories __________ easily. 

A. more 

B. less 

C. most 

D. the most 

5.About one-fifth of the American population __________ volunteer work each year. 

A. do 

B. does 

C. make 

D. makes 

6.We can make postcards and sell them to__________ money to help the homeless. 

A. rise 

B. raise 

C. get 

D. own 

7.Model making is a wonderful way of __________ time alone or even with other people. 

A. spend 

B. spending 

C. take 

D. taking 

8.I enjoy reading __________it develops my imagination. 
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A. and 

B. but 

C. so 

D. because 

9.We can get many __________from volunteer work. 

A. benefit 

B. benefits 

C. advantage 

D. good luck 

10.I feel very happy because I can __________ a difference in our community. 

A. do 

B. make 

C. bring 

D. take 

IV. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense form. 

1. You (think) __________ collecting stamps costs much money? 

2. My father thinks mountain climbing (be) __________ more dangerous than skating. 

3. Every year, my mother (give) __________ me a nice doll on my birthday. 

V. Read the following passage carefully, and then answer the questions. 

We send young people of different nationalities on expeditions around the world. Our 

volunteers get the chance to work with local people to learn about different cultures. 

There are ten expeditions every year. Each expedition lasts for ten weeks and takes 150 

volunteers. They go to countries such as Chile, Namibia, Mongolia and Viet Nam. Some of 

our volunteers work with local people to provide facilities, for example, building schools. 

Others work in national parks or help scientists to do environmental research. 

These adventurous, young people come from all over the world. To become a volunteer, 

you have to be between 17 and 25; you have to speak some English and you also have to 

be enthusiastic, flexible and hard-working members of a team. 

1.Who goes on the expeditions? 
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…………………………………………………………………………… 

2.How many expeditions are there every year? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

3.How long does each expedition last? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

4.What do the volunteers help scientists? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

5.Which language must we know to become a volunteer? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

VI. Make up sentences using the words and phrases given. 

1. I / not / know / why / she / collect / pens /. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. In / future / I / travel / around / Viet Nam /. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3. Minh / think / skating / more / interesting / playing / board games /. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Listen / music / in / free / time / is / my / favorite / hobby /. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. My / sister / and / I / share / same / hobby / . / We / often / go / fish / weekends /. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

VII. Arrange these words to make meaningful sentences. 

1. you/ have/ finished/ homework/ your/ yet? 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.printer/ under/ this/ guarantee/ is. 

Key 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1 - B; 2 - A; 3 - C; 
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II. Find the odd one out A, B, C or D. 

1 - C; 2 - D; 3 - B; 4 - A; 

III. Choose the correct answer. 

1 - B; 2 - D; 3 - B; 4 - A; 5 - B; 

6 - B; 7 - B; 8 - D; 9 - B; 10 - B; 

IV. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense form. 

1 - Do you think; 2 - is; 3 - gives; 

V. Read the following passage carefully, and then answer the questions. 

1 - young people of different nationalities 

2 - Ten expeditions. 

3 - It lasts for ten weeks. 

4 - To do environmental research. 

5 - English. 

VI. Make up sentences using the words and phrases given. 

1 - I don’t know why she collects pens. 

2 - In the future I will travel around Viet Nam. 

3 - Minh thinks skating is more interesting than playing board games. 

4 - Listening to music in my free time is my favorite hobby. 

5 - My sister and I share the same hobby. We often go fishing at weekends. 

VII. Arrange these words to make meaningful sentences. 

1 - Have you finished your homework yet? 

2 - This printer is under guarantee. 

2. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 2 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

HÒA BÌNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
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I. Choose a word which underlined part has the different spelling with the others (1m) 

1. A clocks            B. pens              C. rulers              D. boards 

2. A bread             B mean            C team                D people 

3. A bad                 B tall              C sad                   D happy 

4. A near               B hear             C read                  D year 

II. Choose the best answer for each of the following sentences (4ms) 

1. Some students have portable CD players with small ………….. 

A. headphones             B. cell phones           C. telephone           D. earphones 

2. Hoa’s friend is interested ........... writing letters 

A. in            B. on            C. for              D. at 

3. American students take part ………. different activities at recess. 

A. on            B. in              C. at              D. to 

4. I am ………….. my math homework. 

A. do           B. does           C. doing             D. to do 

5. Her group is ……………… a play for the school anniversary celebrations. 

A. rehearsing           B. playing            C. doing             D. talking 

6. What’s your …………. subject, Lan? - I like History. 

A. favorite           B. popular             C. famous           D. like 

7. Her date of birth is ............ November tenth. 

A. at             B. on             C. in            D. of 

8. How ....... is it from the hospital to the bus stop? 

A. long          B. high           C. often             D. far 

III. Read the passage carefully. Then answer the questions. (2.5ms) 

The Vietnamese students take part in different activities after school. Some students play 

sports. They often play soccer, table tennis or badminton. Sometimes they go swimming in 

the swimming pools. Some students like music, drama and movies. They often practice 

playing musical instruments in the school music room. They join in the school theater group 

and usually rehearse plays. Some are members of the stamp collector’s club. They often 
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get together and talk about their stamps. A few students stay at home and play video 

games or computer games. Most of them enjoy their activities after school. 

1/ Which sports do some Vietnamese students often play? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2/ Where do they go swimming? 

………………………………………………….…………………………………………. 

3/ Do some students collect stamps? 

……………………………………………………..………………………………………… 

4/ Where do some students often practice playing musical instruments? 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

5/ Do Vietnamese students enjoy their activities after school? 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

IV/ Supply the correct form or tense of the verbs in the brackets. (2 ,5ms) 

1. Why don’t you (go) ………………..go to the zoo? 

2.The students (do) ………………… some experiments at the moment. 

3. He enjoys (play) ……………………. the guitar. 

4. Let’s (skip) ……………………… rope. 

5. What about (rehearse) ………………. a play?  

Key 

I. 

1 - B         2- A           3- B            4 - C 

II. 

1 – A       2 - A        3 - B        4 - C     5 - A        6 - A        7 - B         8 - D 

III. 

1- Some students play sports. 

2- They go swimming in the swimming pools. 

3- Yes, they do. 
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4- In the school music room. 

5- Yes, they do. 

IV. 

1- go 

2- are doing 

3- playing 

4- skipping 

5- rehearsing  

3. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 3 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

CÁT TÀI 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced differently 

from the rest. (1 mark): 

1. A. chair                      B. school                     C. couch                 D. children 

2. A. sometimes            B. moment                   C. stove                  D. close 

3. A. biology                  B. geography                C. physics             D. fly 

4. A. homework            B. house                        C. hour                 D. here 

II. Choose the best words by circling the letter A, B, C or D. (2 marks) 

1. How ........ is it from your house to school? 

A. far                         B. long                       C. old               D. tall 

2. What ......... intelligent boy! 

A. the                         B. a                            C.an                          D. is 

3. Would you like some coffee?- __________ 

A. Yes, please              B. Of course                 C. No, thanks            D. Both A and C are 

correct. 

4. This car is the ....... expensive of the four car. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. Best                         B. more                         C. good                       D. most 

5. They enjoy ........TV. 

A. to watch                   B. watching                  C. to watching             D. watched 

6. A ..............work on a farm. 

A. doctor                      B. farmer                       C. teacher                    D. journalist 

7. She is very happy ........ you again. 

A. meet                         B. meets                          C. to meet                     D. meeting 

8. He is in class 7A and ............................... am I. 

A. too                            B. so                               C. but                             D. by 

III. Give the correct form of the verbs in the bracket. (2 marks) 

1. Trang (not have) any friends in Ha noi. 1........................ 

2. Some boys and girls (play) marbles at the moment. 2........................ 

3. The students (visit) their old teacher next week? 3........................ 

4. Mr Nam usually (watch) TV in his free time? 4....................... 

IV. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in the capital letters (1 mark): 

1. Today Lien is not....................because she misses her parents          HAPPINESS 

2. Living in the city is..................than living in the countryside                 NOISY 

3. In electronics, we learn to repair. .........................appliances.                HOUSE 

4. My. ......................is tall and beautiful.                                                TEACH 

V. Read the passage carefully then answer the questions: (2 marks) 

Linda lives with her parents in a big house in HCM City. She is from England. She is 

thirteen. She has blue eyes and black hair. She is studying at International Language 

School. She can speak French, English and Vietnamese. But she doesn't speak 

Vietnamese fluently. She often goes to French speaking club on Sunday mornings. She 

likes Vietnamese people very much because they are friendly. 

1. Where is Linda from?......................................................................................... 

2. How many languages can she speak?........................................................................ 

3. Does she speak Vietnamese fluently?....................................................................... 
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4. Why does she like Vietnamese people?.................................................................. 

VI. Arrange the following words to make correct sentences. (1 mark). 

1. play/ will/ soccer/ this/ afternoon/ they. 

............................................................................................. 

2. my/ is/ favorite/ English/ subject. 

............................................................................................. 

VII. Complete the following sentences with the suggested words. (1 mark). 

1. It / difficult/ find/ apartment / Ho Chi Minh City? 

.................................................................................................. 

2. They/ listen/ music/ now. 

.................................................................................................. 

Key 

I.  

1. B    2.A   3.D       4.C 

II.  

1. A            2. C          3. D         4. D         5. B      6. B    7. C    8. B 

III.  

1. doesn't have 2. are playing 3. will visit 4. watches 

IV.  

1. happy 

2. noisier 

3. household 

4. teacher 

V.  

1. She is from England. 

2. She can speak three languages. 

3. No, she doesn't. 
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4. She likes Vietnamese people very much because they are friendly. 

VI.  

1. They will play soccer this afternoon. 

2. My favorite subject is English/English is my favorite subject. 

VII.  

1. Is it difficult to find an apartment in Ho Chi Minh City? 

2. They are listening to music now. 

4. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 4 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

LÊ LỢI 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

A. LISTENING 

I. Listen and circle the best answer for the following questions as you hear. (1.25 pts) 

1. How was Melissa's weekend? 

A. It's terrible.                         B. It's very good.                      C. It's OK. 

2. What did she do on Saturday night?   

A. She went out.                     B. She stayed at home.            C. She visited her friend. 

3. Who did she go to the cinema with? 

A. With her sisters.                 B. With her boyfriend.               C. With some friends. 

4. What was the film like? 

A. It was so boring                  B. It was really good.                C. It was not very good. 

5. What did she do on Sunday? 

A. Stayed at home and watched TV 

B. Slept in until 10 a.m. 

C. Did gardening with her mom. 

II. Listen to Jack and Naomi. Are the statements below true (T) or false (F)? (1.25 pts) 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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1. Jack's weekend was very bad. 

2. Jack bought a CD as a present for his dad and he took it home. 

3. He met some friends in town and they had dinner at a café on Saturday night. 

4. On Sunday, he wrote a short e-mail and sent it successfully to his friend in Canada. 

5. He rented a DVD-Troy, but there was a different film in. 

B. PHONETICS + LANGUAGE FOCUS + LANGUAGE FUNCTION 

I. Circle the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

(0.5 pt) 

1. A. answer                         B. teacher                           C. butter                                 D. 

birth 

2. A. surprise                        B. alone                              C. neighbour                           D. 

burn 

3. A. of                                 B. fat                                  C. few                                    D. safe 

4. A. spring                           B. visit                                C. present                              D. 

usually 

5. A. curl                               B. keen                               C. glove                                D. cook 

II. Choose the best answer to complete the sentences. (2,0 pts) 

1. -"What would you like to drink now?" – "_______________." 

A. No, thanks                        B. Yes, please                     C. I like to do nothing              D. 

Orange juice, please 

2. All of us enjoy _______ to classical music. 

A. listen                                B. listens                            C. listening                             D. 

listened 

3. She worked very hard, _______she passed all her exams. 

A. because                           B. and                                C. so                                      D. but 

4. Hoa looks red. She was outdoors yesterday. Perhaps she has _______ 

A. flu                                    B. sunburn                         C. spots                                  D. 

stomachache 

5. My family has decided to use _________ electricity by using more solar energy instead. 
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A. more                                B. less                               C. much                                  D. 

fewer 

6. I ............... playing board games interesting because I can play them with my friends. 

A. find                                  B. think                              C. say                                     D. tell 

7. -" Would you like me to turn off your computer? 

– " ______________. I'll do it myself" 

A. No, thanks                       B. Yes, please                    C. Don't do it                            D. Of 

course 

8. You like playing monopoly or chess, your hobby may be _______. 

A. collecting things               B. playing sports                 C. dancing                                D. 

board games 

C. READING 

I. Read and fill in the blanks with ONE word given in the box. There is one Extra word 

you don't need to use. (1.0 pt)  

hobby                  improve                  when                writes                because                    

difficult 

My Favorite Hobby 

My name is Sara. My favorite _____________(1) is reading. I enjoy reading a book when I 

am free. I started to do it ______________(2) I was four years old. The first time I did it, I 

felt interested. So I kept reading. The teachers always taught me to read the difficult words. 

I was happy when I read a story with a happy ending. I was thrilled when I read a detective 

story. 

I enjoy reading ______________(3)  I like to explore the imaginative world of my favorite 

author, J.K. Rowling who _____________(4) " Harry Potter" . There are a lot of advantages 

of reading. Reading can make me relaxed and calm. I can also learn new vocabulary items. 

Then I can further _________________(5) my English. Moreover, it can give me an 

unlimited imagination, so I can write books in the future. I can learn the different cultures 

and customs of other countries in the world too. 

I read at least one hour every day. I read books by myself. I usually read it at home. I wish I 

could read different kinds of books because it might be very challenging.  

II. Read the following passages and answer the questions below. (1.5 pts) 

Oil painting: 
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Since the 18th century, under the impact of society, culture, and technology, oil painting has 

undergone dramatic changes. They are rebellious but passionate, and prosperous. 

Watercolor paintings 

Watercolor paintings are considered a unique way to creatively represent dreams, illusions, 

emotions, and bright feelings using water-soluble pigments. 

Sketch:  

Van Gogh did not begin painting until his late twenties. He produced more than 2,000 

artworks, consisting of around 900 paintings and 1,100 sketches. 

Portrait:   

The Mona Lisa is a famous 16th-century portrait by Leonardo da Vinci. The true identity of 

the woman pictured in the portrait remains unknown, despite intensive researches by art 

historians. 

1. What kind of painting is rebellious? 

=> ......................................................................................... 

2. Who was famous for Sketch? 

=> ......................................................................................... 

3. When did Leonardo da Vinci draw the portrait ' The Mona Lisa"? 

=> ......................................................................................... 

D. WRITING 

I. Combine each pair of the following sentences into one, using the suggested 

conjunctions in the brackets. (1.5 pts) 

1. Mr. Hai usually has stomach problems. He eats dinner very close to the bedtime. (so) 

=> ............................................................................................... 

2. My dad has a lot of carved eggs. He has never sold any of them. (but) 

=> ................................................................................. 

3. You will get a breathing problem. Clean your bed room more regularly. (or) 

=>  .................................................................................. 

II. Rearrange the jumbled words to make meaningful sentences. (1.0 pt) 

1. It/ be/ good idea/ eat/ different/ kind/ fruit/ vegetable/ every day. 
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=>  ................................................................................. 

2. My brother/ not like/ ice-skating/ because/ think/ it/ dangerous. 

=>  .................................................................................... 

Key 

A. LISTENING  

I.  

1.C         2. A           3. C           4. B           5. A 

II.  

1. T        2. F           3. T           4. F            5. T 

B. PHONETICS + LANGUAGE FOCUS + LANGUAGE FUNCTION  

I.  

1.D        2. D           3. A          4. B             5. C 

II.  

1. D       2. C          3. C           4. B 

5. B       6. A          7. A           8. D 

C. READING 

I.  

1. hobby         2. when           3. because            4. writes           5. improve 

II.  

1. It is Oil painting. 

2. Van Gogh was famous for it. 

3. He painted it in the sixteenth century. 

D. WRITING 

I.  

1. Mr. Hai eats dinner very close to the bedtime, so he usually has stomach problems. 

2. My dad has a lot of carved eggs, but he has never sold any of them. 

3. Clean your bed room more regularly or you will get a breathing problem. 
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II.  

1. It's a good idea to eat different kinds of fruit and vegetables every day. 

2. My brother doesn't like ice-skating because he thinks it is dangerous. 

5. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 5 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

CHÁNH NGHĨA 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Listen 

Listen to a man calling for people’s attention to volunteer activities. Then decide if 

the statements below are true (T) or false (F). 

The man says that? 

Question 1. Being a volunteer is a way to avoid wasting time. _________ 

Question 2. Only a few volunteer organizations need new volunteers. _________ 

Question 3. Many people are lazy and don’t want to do something new. _________ 

Question 4. Being a volunteer can be boring sometimes. _________ 

Question 5. Sometimes volunteers can be sad about what the government do to people. 

_________ 

Listen again and fill in the gaps with the missing words. 

Being a volunteer is one of the (6)_________ things you can do with your life. It’s a great 

way to help other people. It’s also very (7) _________ to know that you are not wasting 

your time and are helping people who need help. Many of us could and should be out there 

doing (8)_________of some kinds. So many volunteer organizations need extra hands. It 

really is easy. Just pick up the phone and offer your (9)_________. I think too many of us 

settle into a lazy lifestyle. We just want to come home and watch TV. Life is much more 

interesting when you’re a volunteer. I’ve found it really opens your eyes to how some 

people live. It’s sometimes sad to see how the government lets people (10)_________, but 

at least I’m doing my bit. 

II. Find the word with different sound in the underline part in each line. 

Question 11. 

A. camera                         B. cinema 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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C. computer                      D. crayon 

Question 12. 

A. opera                            B. modern 

C. concert                         D. person 

Question 13. 

A. rubbish                         B. sugar 

C. English                         D. vision 

Question 14. 

A. pollution                       B. condition 

C. question                        D. occupation 

Question 15. 

A. machine                        B. children 

C. champion                      D. cheapness 

III. Find the word with different stress in each line. 

Question 16. 

A. restaurant                     B. necessity 

C. composer                      D. director 

Question 17. 

A. countryside                  B. Vietnamese 

C. dishwasher                   D. festival 

Question 18. 

A. gallery                          B. microphone 

C. musician                       D. instrument 

IV. Choose A, B, C or D that best completes the sentences or substitutes for the 

underlined word or phrase. 

Question 19. Quang Nam is famous for _________. 

A. tofu 
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B. Quang noodle 

C. Rice noodle soup 

D. Hue beef noodle 

Question 20. _________ is made from soy bean. 

A. tofu                              B. musical 

C. musically                      D. musician 

Question 21. Hue beef noodle is really _________. I like it a lot. 

A. awful                            B. salty 

C. delicious                       D. bitter 

Question 22. I really love lemonade. It tastes sweet and _________. 

A. sour                              B. spicy 

C. bitter                             D. salty 

Question 23. _________ soup in Nghe An is the best soup I have ever eaten. 

A. dragon                          B. dinosaur 

C. bear                              D. eel 

Question 24. They won’t be home _________ 10 p.m. 

A. at                                 B. until 

C. for                                D. from 

Question 25. There are some apples _________ the fridge. 

A. to                                  B. for 

C. on                                 D. in 

Question 26. There is some rice left _________ dinner. 

A. from                              B. in 

C. at                                  D. after 

Question 27. We should join our hands to help _________ because they are so poor. 

A. the homeless                B. the rich 

C. the happy                     D. the old 
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Question 28. I have to prepare some English lessons _________ the orphans in the 

village. 

A. to learn                        B. to finish 

C. to teach                        D. to send 

Question 29. The _________ are people who don’t have their own houses to live in. 

A. young children              B. street children 

C. rich children                 D. weak children 

Question 30. We usually collect _________ and food to provide to the homeless. 

A. old clothes                    B. garbage 

C. rubbish                         D. cans 

V. Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answers. 

Folk music 

Pop music has always been influenced by other forms of music. An important form is folk 

music. Folk songs are the songs composed and sung by country people. The songs may be 

hundreds of years old, so nobody knows who originally composed them. Modern music is 

often music for dancing. In Britain it was traditionally played with instruments like flute, 

accordion, etc. 

In the 1950s and 1960s the people who wrote songs and played them with acoustic guitars 

were also called folk singers. The songs were often “protest songs”, complaining of bad 

things happening in society. 

Question 31. Which form of music is pop music mainly influenced by? 

A. classical music             B. folk music 

C. jazz                               D. rock ‘n’ roll 

Question 32. Who were folk songs composed by? 

A. old singers 

B. city people 

C. modern musicians 

D. countryside people 

Question 33. According to the passage, what is modern music often used for? 

A. singing only 
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B. playing with guitars 

C. dancing 

D. forming pop music 

Question 34. In the 1956s, what did people play folk songs with? 

A. guitars                          B. flutes 

C. drums                           D. pianos 

Question 35. Why are folk songs called “protect songs”? 

A. Because they are sung by country people. 

B. Because they are hundreds of years old. 

C. Because nobody knows who originally composed them. 

D. Because they complain about bad things happening in society. 

VI. Choose the best sentence that can be made from the cues given. 

Question 36. The taste in music / American / different / British. 

A. The taste in music of the American is different from the one of the British. 

B. The taste in music of the American is different from the British. 

C. The taste in music of the American are different from the one of the British. 

D. The taste in music of the American are different from the British. 

Question 37. Your grandfather / old / my grandfather. 

A. Your grandfather is the same old as my grandfather. 

B. Your grandfather is as old as my grandfather. 

C. Your grandfather is old as my grandfather. 

D. Your grandfather is as old my grandfather. 

Question 38. What / kind / music / you / like? 

A. What do the kind of music you like? 

B. What does the kind of music you like? 

C. What kind of music does you like? 

D. What kind of music do you like? 
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Question 39. I / interested / draw / pictures. 

A. I interested in drawing pictures. 

B. I am interest in drawing pictures. 

C. I am interested in drawing pictures. 

D. I am interested in draw pictures. 

Question 40. He / not / like / rock music / his friend / not. 

A. He doesn’t like rock music, and his friend doesn’t too. 

B. He doesn’t like rock music, and his friend doesn’t either. 

C. He doesn’t like rock music, and his friend don’t too. 

D. He doesn’t like rock music, and his friends don’t too. 

Key 

Question 1. True Question 21. C 

Question 2. False Question 22. A 

Question 3. True Question 23. D 

Question 4. False Question 24. B 

Question 5. True Question 25. D 

Question 6. best Question 26. A 

Question 7. satisfying     Question 27. A 

Question 8. voluntary activities Question 28. C 

Question 9. services Question 29. B 

Question 10. down Question 30. A 

Question 11. B Question 31. B 

Question 12. D Question 32. D 

Question 13. D Question 33. C 

Question 14. C Question 34. A 

Question 15. A Question 35. D 

Question 16. A Question 36. A 
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Question 17. B Question 37. B 

Question 18. C Question 38. D 

Question 19. B Question 39. C 

Question 20. A Question 40. B 

6. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 6 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

NGUYỄN THỊ ĐỊNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Listen and fill in the gaps with the missing words. 

Obesity occurs when a person eats (1) ___________ than the body burns. If one parent is 

obese, there is a (2)___________ chance that his or her child will also be obese. However, 

when both parents are obese, their children have (3)___________an chance of being 

obese. In addition, more and more teenagers are obese because of their 

poor (4)___________ or (5)___________ a lot of fast-food. Some are so busy with 

homework or some are so lazy that they can’t spend any time (6)___________ . Watching 

TVs or playing (7)___________hours and hours are also the reason for their overweight. 

II. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

Question 8. 

A. bread                    B. coffee 

C. meat                     D. tea 

Question 9. 

A. hungry                 B. up 

C. Sunday                D. pupil 

Question 10. 

A. but                      B. come 

C. so                       D. much 

Question 11. 

A. measure              B. leisure 

C. sure                      D. pleasure 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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Question 12. 

A. children               B. school 

C. match                  D. watch 

III. Find the word with different stress in each line. 

Question 13. 

A. cinema               B. camera 

C. opera                  D. museum 

Question 14. 

A. animal                B. photograph 

C. puppeteer           D. festival 

Question 15. 

A. ocean                 B. machine 

C. theatre               D. parents 

IV. Choose the correct answer to complete each of the sentences. 

Question 16. He is ___________ his father. 

A. as tall as                   B. as tall than 

C. more tall than            D. more tall as 

Question 17. Your taste in music is quite ___________ from mine. 

A. same                        B. different 

C. difficult                     D. similar 

Question 18. I think that pop music is ___________ rock music. 

A. not as interesting so 

B. as interesting than 

C. interesting as 

D. not as interesting as 

Question 19. The concert is not as ___________ you said. 

A. boring than                B. boring as 
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C. very boring                D. so boring 

Question 20. Michael Jackson’s style is different ___________ other singers’ one. 

A. with                            B. as 

C. to                               D. from 

Question 21. The taste of this food is the same ___________ the taste of your mother’s 

food. 

A. of                                B. with 

C. from                            D. as 

Question 22. I do not like dance music, and my mother doesn’t, ___________. Because it 

is too noisy. 

A. too                            B. same 

C. different                    D. either 

Question 23. Oh, Jane! Your room is as large ___________. 

A. as a hall                     B. than a hall 

C. large from                  D. a hall as 

Question 24. Mary’s mother sings well, and she sings well ___________. 

A. either                         B. too 

C. to                               D. very 

Question 25. Mary can make many cakes per hour but Peter can make ___________ 

Mary. 

A. as much as 

B. twice as many as 

C. as twice many as 

D. twice as much as 

V. Read the text and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D for each of the gaps. 

The Globe Theatre 

Visiting the theatre in London 400 years (26)___________ was very different from visiting a 

modern theatre. The building was round, (27)___________ was no roof, people got cold 

and wet (28)___________ the weather was bad. The queen loved (29)___________ to the 
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Globe Theatre, by the River Thames to see the plays of William Shakespeare. All the actors 

at that time (30)___________ men. The visitors ate, talked to (31)___________ friends, 

walked about during the show and (32)___________ people even threw things at the 

actors. 

Today it is still possible (33)___________ visit the Globe Theatre. A new theatre stands in 

the same place (34)___________ the river. You can enjoy a Shakespeare there or just 

learn (35)___________ life in the seventeenth century. 

Question 26. 

A. after                          B. since 

C. for                             D. ago 

Question 27. 

A. there                          B. here 

C. it                                D. the 

Question 28. 

A. that                            B. if 

C. so                               D. the 

Question 29. 

A. go                             B. going 

C. went                          D. gone 

Question 30. 

A. are                            B. was 

C. were                          D. is 

Question 31. 

A. those                         B. his 

C. her                             D. their 

Question 32. 

A. any                            B. every 

C. some                          D. no 

Question 33. 
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A. to                               B. on 

C. of                               D. at 

Question 34. 

A. near                          B. at 

C. next                          D. on 

Question 35. 

A. in                              B. to 

C. for                             D. about 

VI. Find a mistake in each sentence below. 

Question 36. Have (A) you ever seen (B) some (C) tigers in (D) this zoo? 

Question 37. We don’t (A) have many (B) spare time (C) these days (D). 

Question 38. Tom likes (A) eating (B) com hen whenever (C) he visit (D) Hue. 

Question 39. How are (A) the broth for (B) chicken noodle (C) soup made (D)? 

Key 

Question 1. more calories Question 22. D 

Question 2. 50 percent Question 22. D 

Question 3. 80 percent Question 23. A 

Question 4. eating habits Question 24. B 

Question 5. overeating Question 25. B 

Question 6. doing exercises Question 26. D 

Question 7. computer games   Question 27. A 

Question 8. A             Question 28. B 

Question 9. D             Question 29. B 

Question 10. C Question 30. C 

Question 11. C Question 31. D 

Question 12. B Question 32. C 

Question 13. D Question 33. A 
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Question 14. C Question 34. A 

Question 15. B Question 35. D 

Question 16. A Question 36. C 

Question 17. B Question 37. B 

Question 18. D Question 38. D 

Question 19. B Question 39. A 

Question 20. D Question 40. A 

7. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 7 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

CHU VĂN AN 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Circle the letter a, b, or c before the best answer: (2.5pts) 

1. Let’s _________ to the English club. 

a. to go             b. go                 c. going 

2. There is _________ milk in his glass. 

a. little             b. few               c. many 

3. How often are you late for school? 

a. I am never late for school. 

b. I never am late for school. 

c. I am late never for school. 

4. English books are _________ the back _________ the library. 

a. on/ of           b. of/ at             c. at/ of 

5. Tam is _________ at Math. 

a. well             b. nice               c. good 

6. We _________ Christmas on December 24th. 

a. make           b. celebrate       c. get 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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7. We enjoy _________ part in after-school activities. 

a. take            b. to take           c. taking 

8. A mechanic _________ machines in a factory. 

a. buys           b. repairs           c. works 

9. Mary is _________ intelligent than Alice. 

a. more           b. much            c. many 

10. _________ a lovely room! 

a. When          b. How             c. What 

II. Give the correct tenses or forms of verbs in brackets: (2pts) 

1. What your father usually (do) _________ in the evenings? 

- He usually (watch) _________ TV. 

2. He (be) _________ out at the moment but he (be) _________ back at about seven 

o’clock. 

3. I can (see) _________ the children. They (play) _________ in the yard. 

4. Would you like (listen) _________ to music? 

- No, thanks. I like (read) _________ books. 

III. Make questions for the underlined words or phrases: (2pts) 

1. He goes to the library three times a week. 

2. Viet’s father works in a factory. 

3. Mr. Jones gives Minh a lot of stamps. 

4. They will meet then friends on Wednesday. 

IV. Rewrite the following sentences using the words or phrases given: (2pts) 

1.The green dress is cheaper than the black dress. 

The black dress__________________ 

2. Let’s come to my house after school. 

What about____________? 

3. Mr. Tam drinks more coffee than Mr. Lam. 
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Mr. Lam__________________ 

4. When is your birthday? 

What’s________________? 

V. Fill in each gap with one suitable word (1.5pts): 

At school, we have many subjects. In Physics, we (1) ……….. some experiments. In (2) 

…………. we learn about books and (3) ………….. essays. In History, we study past and 

present (4) ………… in Viet Nam and around the world. In Geography, we learn about 

different (5) ………… and their people. And, we also enjoy drawing (6) …………… in the 

Art class. We like all of our classes. 

Key 

I. Circle the letter a, b, or c before the best answer: (2.5pts) 

1- b 2 - a 3 - a 4 - a 5 - c 

6 - b 7 - c 8 - b 9 - a 10 - c 

II. Give the correct tenses or forms of verbs in brackets: (2pts) 

1 - does/ do/ watches 2 - is/ will be 

3 - she/ are playing 4 - to listen/ reading 

III. Make questions for the underlined words or phrases: (2pts) 

1 - How often does he go to the library? 

2 - Where does Viet’s father work? 

3 - Who gives Minh a lot of stamps? 

4 - When will they meet their friends? 

IV. Rewrite the following sentences using the words or phrases given: (2pts) 

1 - The black dress is more expensive than the green dress. 

2 - What about coming to my house after school? 

3 - Mr. Lam drinks less coffee than Mr. Tan. 

4 - What is your date of birth? 

V. Fill in each gap with one suitable word (1.5pts): 

1 - do 2 - literature 3 - write 
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4 - events 5 - countries 6 - pictures/ things 

8. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 8 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

MỸ CHÁNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Choose the best answer  

1. Jane drives_________ than Jack. 

A. carefulle        B. carefullier       C. more carefull     D. more carefully 

2. His date of birth is the _________ of August. 

A. one                B. first                 C. once                   D. two 

3. Mr. Tuan is a hard farmer, he _________ gets up late 

A. sometimes     B. often               C. always               D. never 

4. A _________ takes care of sick people. 

A. farmer            B. doctor            C. journalist            D. teacher 

5. _________ a great idea! 

A. How              B. Which            C. Where                 D. What 

6. They put the chairs _________ the middle of their garden. 

A. in                   B. at                    C. on                       D. to 

7. - What is your favorite subject? 

A. Physics          B. Blind man’s bluff     C. Baseball    D. Essay 

8. The third month of year is _________ 

A. March            B. April             C. May                      D. June 

II. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently.  

1. A. invitation        B. May                  C. late                   D. apartment 

2. A. busy               B. uncle                 C. tub                    D. subject 

3. A. change           B. schedule            C. lunch                D. much 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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4. A. comic            B. volunteer           C. model               D. together 

III. Match the sentences in the column A with the ones in the column B  

A                                                                                        B 

1. What’s your middle name?                               A. I chat with my friends. 

2. How often do you go to the school library?     B. It’s Van. 

3. How far is it from your house to school?         C. I sometimes go there. 

4. What do you usually do at recess?                    D. It’s about 2 kilometers. 

1 _________ 2 _________ 3 _________ 4 _________ 

IV. Read the following passage  

Tuan’s pastimes are collecting stamps and playing sports. He is the president of the stamp 

collector’s club of his school. Every Friday afternoon , he and his friends get together and 

talk about their stamps. When they have any new stamps , they usually bring them to 

school. Tuan’s Japanese friend , Yoko gives him a lot of Japanese stamps. On Saturday 

morning , he usually plays sports. He plays soccer, volleyball and basketball. He’s very 

sporty. 

Answer True or False  

1. Tuan likes collecting stamps and playing sports. 

2. He is a member of the stamp collector’s club. 

3. He has a lot of American stamps. 

4. On Friday afternoon, he plays sports. 

V. Give the correct tense of the verbs  

1. Look! Our teacher_________ (come) 

2. Where _________ you _________ tomorrow? (go) 

3. My father _________ Binh Thuan newspaper every day. (read) 

4. At the moment we _________ a Chemical experiment. (do). 

VI. Put the words in the right order  

1. the way/ show/ Could/ you/ me/ to/ the market/? 

2. often/ Ba/ comics/ reads/ his/ in/ free time 

3. during/ The school yard/ noisy/ is/ recess 
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VII. Rewrite these sentences  

1. When is your birthday? 

What……………………………………. 

2. What about going to the cafeteria? 

Let’s……………………………………. 

3. Why don’t you eat out with us? 

Would you like……………………………………. 

Key 

I.  

1. D. more carefully      

2. B. first          

3. D. never        

4. B. doctor 

5. D. what       

6. A. in  

7. A. Physics  

8. A. March 

II.  

1. D. apartment  

2. A. busy  

3. B. schedule  

4. D. together 

III.  

1. B      2. C       3. D       4. A 

IV. 

 1. T     2. T       3. F       4. F 

V.  
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1. is coming  

2. will/ go  

3. reads  

4. are doing 

VI.  

1. Could you tell me the way to the market? 

2. Ba often reads comics in free time 

3. The school yard is noisy during recess 

VII.  

1. What’s your date of birth? 

2. Let’s go to the cafeteria 

3. Would you like to eat out with us? 

9. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 9 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

ĐỨC THẮNG 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following 

questions. 

1: A. occasion B. television C. sugar D. decision 

2: A. soft B. pork C. bottle D. coffee 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 

questions. 

3: A. puppet          B. omelette C. turmeric D. originate 

4: A. compulsory     B. curriculum C. anthem D. composer 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

each of the following questions. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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5: There ….............bottles of mineral water in the fridge. 

A. aren’t some 

B. are any 

C. are some 

D. is some 

6: I haven’t got.................bread left for breakfast. 

A. some 

B. any 

C. a 

D. an 

7: I like beef noodle soup and my friends do,……….. 

A. too 

B. so 

C. either 

D. neither 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST 

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

8: The themes of the puppet shows are rural. 

A. events 

B. presented 

C. from the city 

D. from the countryside 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE 

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

9: These oranges are so sour that we can’t eat 

A. bitter 

B. sweet 

C. salty 
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D. spicy 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that 

needs correction in each of the following questions. 

10: My mother doesn’t like (A) horror films (B), and my sister (C) doesn’t too (D). 

11: How many (A) rice do you need (B)? – Two kilos (C) of (D) rice 

12: My shirt is (A) the same size (B) with (C) yours (D). 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbers blanks. 

People in my village love good food and they often eat three meals a day – breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. At about seven in the morning, they usually have a light breakfast with 

(13)……… Pho or eel soup with (14)………… toast. Sometimes they have a bowl of instant 

noodles or (15)…………… sticky rice before going to work. Lunch often starts at about 

11.30, and most of them have lunch at home. They often have rice, fish, meat, and 

vegetables for lunch. Dinner often starts at about 8.00 in the evening. It is the main meal of 

the day. People in my city often have rice with a lot of fresh vegetables and a lot of seafood 

or various kinds of meat. Then, they often have some fruit and (16)…………….. green tea. I 

think food in my city is wonderful. It is light and full of fresh vegetables. It’s healthy and 

tasty, too. 

13: A. a bottle of       B. a kilo of             C. a bowl of            D. a piece of 

14: A. a bowl of        B. some slices of    C. a bar of               D. a bottle of 

15: A. a bottle of       B. a piece of           C. a glass of            D. a plate of 

16: A. a glass of        B. a piece of            C. a kilo of             D. a bowl of 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to 

indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Charlie Chaplin was an English actor, director, producer, and composer. He is known as 

the most creative person of the silent –film era. Charlie Chaplin’s portray of the tramp won 

the hearts of people all over the world. 

Chaplin was born in London on the 16th of April , 1889. He spent his childhood in poverty 

and hardship. In 1910 , he began to perform pantomime in the United States. He first 

appeared on screen in 1914. He created his world -famous character, the Tramp, and he 

played this classic role in more than 70 films during his career. He also composed 

background music for most of his films. In 1972 Chaplin received an Honorary Academy 

Award for the “ the incalculable effect he has had in making motion pictures the art form of 

this century. Chaplin died on the 25th of December, 1977, at his home in Switzerland 

17: What did Charlie Chaplin work as? 
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A. an actor 

B. a director 

C. a composer 

D. all are correct 

18: When was he born? 

A. the sixteenth of April,1889 

B. April 16th, 1910 

C. the 16th of April,1914 

D. December 25th,1977 

19: In about how many films did he play the Tramp? 

A. seventeen 

B. seventy 

C. twenty five 

D. sixteen 

20: Which of the following is not True 

A. He started appearing in films in 1914 

B. He was famous for his character “ the tramp” 

C. He was a famous artist 

D. He died in Switzerland 

Use the correct form of verbs 

21. ……………you (go)………… out last night? 

22. Mai and Phong (not/meet)……………………each other since they moved to Ha Noi. 

23.Lan( meet)…………………….her old friend yesterday. 

24.We( learn)…………………….English since 2014. 

25.My family( visit)……………………Da Lat next summer. 

26.She ( live)…………here for 14 years. 
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Finish each of the following sentences as direction. Write your answers on your 

answer sheet. 

27. Her book is not the same as mine. (different from) 

Her book is………………………………………………………………….. 

28. My father doesn’t like playing board games. My sister doesn’t playing board games. 

(EITHER) 

My father…………………………………………………… 

29. Nam is a better painter than Lan. (as………..as) 

Lan can’t…………………………………………………………………… 

30. He was lazy, so he didn’t pass the exam (Combine the sentences, using “Because”) 

- ……………………………………. 

31. year/ provided/ for/ Last/ we/ classes/ evening/ poor children. (Rearrange the words in 

the correct order) 

→ ………………………………………………………………………. 

32. The last time I saw him was 10 years ago. (Rewrite the sentence without changing the 

meaning) 

→ I have………………………………………………………. 

33. I find watching television interesting. 

→ I think………………………………………………… 

34. Hung started collecting stamps and coins in 2010. 

→ Hung has ………………………………………………… 

Key 

1 - C; 2 - B; 3 - D; 4 - C; 5 - C;  

6 - B; 7 - A; 8 - D; 9 - B; 10 - D;  

11 - A; 12 - C; 13 - C; 14 - B; 15 - D;  

16 - A; 17 - D; 18 - A; 19 - B; 20 - C 

21 - Did you go;  

22 - haven’t met;  
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23 - met; 

24 - have learnt;  

25 - will visit/ is going to visit;  

26 - has been living; 

27 - Her book is different from mine. 

28 - My father doesn’t like playing boarding games. My sister doesn’t, either. 

29 - Lan can’t paint as well as Nam. 

30 - Because he was lazy, he didn’t pass the exam. 

31 - Last year we provided evening classes for poor children. 

32 - I haven’t seen him for ten years. 

33 - I think watching television is interesting. 

34 - Hung has collected stamps and coins since 2010. 

10. Đề thi HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 10 

TRƯỜNG THCS 

VĨNH THẠNH 

             

          (Đề thi có  03 trang) 

ĐỀ THI HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 7 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 

 

 

I. Circle the best answer (3.0 ms) 

1: Would you like.......................to the movie theater with me? 

A. go               B. going            C. goes             D. to go 

2: …………..is it from your house to school? – About two kilometers 

A. How far            B. How long           C. How high            D. How 

3: Lan’s birthday is ……………..Friday, December 20th. 

A. at                B. in            C. on               D. for 

4:………….an awful restaurant! 

A. which           B. who              C. where             D. what 

5: What about.....................to music? 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. listen              B. to listen                C. listens              D. listening 

6: Mary enjoys …………..the piano . 

A. play              B. plays              C.to play            D. playing 

II. Read the text bellow and do the request: (2,5 ms) 

His name is Nam. He is a president of the stamp collector’s club. On Monday morning, he 

and his friends get together and talk about their stamps. If they have any new stamps they 

usually bring them to school. Nam’s American friend, Peter, gives him a lot of American 

stamps so he often brings them to his school to introduce them to his friends. 

1. True/ false statements: 

1. The stamp collector’s club meets each other on Monday afternoon. 

2. Nam has a lot of American stamps. 

1. Answer these questions: 

3. What is his name? 

............................................................................................................... 

1. Who gives Nam American stamps? 

.................................................................................................................. 

1. Is Nam the present of the collector’s club? 

............................................................................................................. 

III. Arrange these words to make sentences. (1,5ms) 

1. Hoa/ interested/ is/ in/ always/ music/. / 

................................................................................................................... 

2. does/ How many/ Mai/ classes/ today/ have/ ?/ 

............................................................................................................ 

3. to/ music/ listen/ Let’s/. / 

.............................................................................................. 

IV. Listen to the passage and tick the best option (A, B, C or D) to complete the 

sentences. (2,0 ms) 

1. Ba ……………. to Nguyen Du school. 

A. goes              B. go           C. going             D. to go 
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2. He is in class ……….. 

A. 6A               B. 7A            C. 7            D. 6 

3. His favorite subject is …………………………… 

A Music            B. History           C. English           D. Electronics 

4. He is good at ……………………………………. 

A. singing            B. playing soccer             C. fixing things             D. learning 

V. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 

other words in each group. (1,0 m) 

1. A. chicken          B. coach            C. orchestra            D. change 

2. A. meat              B. reader            C. overseas           D. realize 

3. A. horrible           B. hour              C. hundred             D. hold 

4. A. much             B. drug               C. future                D. buffalo 

Key 

I. Language Focus 

1. D         2. A            3. C        4. D            5. D        6. D 

II. Reading 

A. True/ False (1 m) 

1. F           2. T 

B. Answer the questions: (1,5 m) 

1. His name is Nam. 

2. Peter/ Peter gives Nam American stamps. 

3. Yes, he is. 

III. Writing 

1. Hoa is always interested in Music 

2. How many classes does Mai have today? 

3. Let’s listen to music. 

IV. Listen 
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1. A           2. B         3. D          4. C 

Tape: 

Ba goes to Nguyen Du School. He is in class 7A and he enjoys school very much. His 

favorite subject is Electronics. In this class, he learns to repair household ppliances. 

Now Ba can help his mother and father at home. He can fix the lights, the washing machine 

and the refrigerator. He is good at fixing things. 

V. Phonetic 

1. C. orchestra           2. D. realize          3. B. hour          4. C. future 
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